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Abstract 

The value of the logarithmic derivative A in the 

boundary layer for the plane symmetric resistive tearing mode 

is calculated analytically for arbitrary wavelength parameter 

* S 1. Its value is shown to be Â = 3**S1 l'&£)/Z(<-*)r(i+k)'] 

with A « f?*/(*3IFl) in the notation of Ref.l. The familiar 

"constant-v"* approximation corresponding to A « 0 is 

discussed. The analytic forms in the boundary layer of the 

normalised magnetic field and velocity perturbations f and 

U are obtained. 
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1. Introduction 

We adopt the notation of Ref.1 for the resistive tearing mode 

in an infinité plane current layer specified by the equilibrium 

magnetic field B Q» S^^giv^È^^y) • !« <*• limit of large magnetic 

Reynolds number 3 m fK/TH , where "% and % are respectively the 

resistive diffusion and hydromagnetic time scales of the layer, the 

equations describing the normalised y-components of the perturbed 

magnetic field y and velocity IT in the boundary layer about the 

resonant surface k.JL » 0 are [X] 

& « 9{V+±BV) (1) 

h - 4±£ & (2) 

where 9 is the stretched y-coordinate defined by y/a =*<*£& , with 

a being the characteristic dimension of the current layer. Here 

« - (p/^^fff) and -Û *€pfa , where p is the growth rate of the 

instability measured in terms of TK , <x-/*/a is the normalised 

wave number of the perturbation with wave vector k and 1 = k.JL/kS 

with the shear parameter F' denoting the value of àF/iu at the 

resonant surface. Eqs.(l,2) describe the simple symmetric tearing 

mode corresponding to F" « 0 at F = 0 in the absence of gravitat

ional forces and uniform resistivity. 

The growth rate p is obtained by matching the logarithmic 

derivative of tf 

d * J— ^ffi^> - _L W0-) 

evaluated across the boundary layer (taken to be at /t = 0) to that 

obtained from the outer infinite conductivity regions subjecb to 

the boundary condition y « 0 at the slab boundaries. In [X] the 

value of iL in the boundary layer in the limit S - » » , 6 -» 0 

was obtained by expanding V and U in powers of £ and making the 

"constant-f" approximation, to find for the tearing mode /?~«<*5 (fO. 
The validity of the constant-<// approximation requires that the 

wave number at £ S , thus predicting a maximal growth rate p 
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scaling like S ' . Eqs.(l,2) have been solved numerically in Appendix 

0 of Ref.l, and the behaviour of p as a function of trt determined. 

It is found that the predictions of the constant-w approximation 

are confirmed with p « 5 for «t ~S and that as <x-*Q, p-#0 with 

the sealing p».**^*/!*/9. 

The system (1,2) also arises in the discussion of the long 

wavelength m - 1 resistive internal kink mode. In f2j the boundary 

layer equations were solved analytically making the so-called X-

transformation, by defining a new variable %~Bcl<y/d9 - tit to reduce 

(1,2) to a single second order inhomogeneous differential equation. 

In this report we discuss an alternative method of solution and 

determine the value of £k in the boundary layer for arbitrary 

wave numbers (<x £ 1), and in particular in the long wavelength 

limit «-* 0 where the constant-y approximation is no longer valid. 

The analytic forms of y and IT in the boundary layer are also 

obtained. 

2. The solution of Eos.(1.2) 

Eliminating U by suitable differentiation and letting *»*¥}w, 

(1,2) can be written as 

which becomes, with x - Q/Ji , ̂ »&J2» p*/f*s/F'l) fot.l, Appendix tj 

4 _ A+*?4 - Axj = O. (3) 

For matching to the external solution T5~9* as 0-**<*»/cf.i,Eq.(19i/, 
so that«KW*~0 and from (2) 4^*' - '*"* as 0-»±<*> . We require 
the even solution y(x) of (3) satisfying the boundary conditions 

y(0) « 1, y(x) * 0(x~ 4) as x-»±oo . (4) 

Th» quantity â' in written aa 
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to /c and the 

denominator <f-/t'^' * VW—//••'V" represents the intersection of 

the asymptote of y with the y -axis at/i » 0. Since from (1) and 

(4), «ffi»»^ *« f i n d > « 

o o 

An even solution of (3) in the form of a Fourier integral 
y(x) = J'eosxt f(t)dt i s given by fc£.%/ 

9<*> - (fUfZ,^ tà Ktû », ( 6 ) 

o 

wherti 'i^p denotes the Whittaker function of the second kind and the 

normalising constant A may he evaluated as a hypergeometric function 

of argument 1/2 /£, p. 53/ 

* - (iff* %£>" - ̂  * (h«H>& m 
Xo determine the asymptotic behaviour of (6) we note that the 

differential equation (3) is closely related to the fourth order 

equation y"" - f(z +c)y"+azy'+byj » 0, with **«>., a = 6 and b = 4, 

for which solutions together with their asymptotic expansions for 

large |zf have been discussed in /3/. A solution of this fourth order 

equation valid for all complex z is given by the integral 

provided Re(a)>l + 4jEe(>')| t and the solution y(x) in (6) may 

then be expressed as 

From the asymptotic expansions of the function "Jwy (a,z) for large 

|z| given in [~i, p.513?', we consequently find that as x-»±<=e 

^fr; ~ * J /»/ e «oiiM) •*- £_î. T I. (8) 
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For 0* X* 1, y(x) thus behaves like x as x •+*<*>, and consequently 

(6) is the required solution of (3) satisfying the boundary 

conditions (4). 

Ve note parenthetically that an odd solution of (?) is not 

given by replacing cosxt by sinxt in the integrand of (6), since the 

corresponding bilinear concomitant £xtf(t)sinxt+{(tf(t)),-4f(t)} cosxt| 

does not vanish at the end point t > 0 . In fact, it is possible to 

show that there is only one odd solution of (3) which grows expon-

entially like exp(x /2) for x-»±<x> , consequently violating the 

matching requirement to the outer solutions. Ve conclude that in the 

present simple symmetric model the order of the differential equat

ion (3) is too low to enable a second odd solution to be found 

which could be combined linearly to produce an odd solution with 

the correct asymptotic behaviour. There is consequently no odd 

tearing mode described by (1) and (2). This result may be contrasted 

to that in cylindrical geometry, where even and odd tearing modes 

can be found /]j/. 

3. The special cases Aal and the "ĉ nafcant— iy" approximation A as 0 

when A* 1, we have from (7) that A * 1 and the full algebraic 

expansion in (6} may be shown to vanish identically so that 

y(x) - exp(-x2/2) as x-*±«». In fact when A = 1, 'rf. . (tZ) = t***r(-ât*) 

and from (6) y(x) » exp(-x /2) is the exact solution. In this case 

we find from (2) that <fV/4B*~ Zfr*p(-%?) , which no longer has the 

right behaviour for matching onto the external solution. 

The case A « 1 corresponds to the constant-<y approximation 
of Ref.l. If we expand y and D in powers of X 

y . vL + ^vi + tik*-' U s «4+Atj*AV-. 
2 2 * 3 3b 

we have from (1) and (2) % * constant and diVj48*.29d<HfiiB = 2. zz^ix.). 
When A x 0 in (7) the hypergeometric function i s summable to yield 
A » 2""I'd) . Using the fact that W£j# = ir*tK^(i^) , where 
K i s the modified Bessel function, we then find 
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after an integration by parts. Then 

and 

upon applying the boundary conditions U (0) » 0 and Uo(0) -*• 0 as 
ff-»*oo. Evaluating this integral [%, p.754/ we finally find the 
solution 0Q(ff) in the constant-y approximation flj 

where L and I denote the modified Strove and Bessel functions 
respectively. Note that we have employed the result %T<yl°)"29/o)=2. 
Tiie asymptotic behaviour of UQ(0) is consequently given by 

A 9 G* y 

The solution (9) is equivalent to the expansion in normalised 
Harmite functions u (0) derived in [ij 

me *l+J ( CfV») ) 

JUI alternative form for V (0) in terms of the integral 

•4 
has been given in /§/. 

She value of A in (5) may then be obtained by use of 
Fourier's intégrai theorem to find the well-known result [Xj 



d - a*Ji/^co-Af « ^rmnfi^cflmmt ^KfOfytt 

-«!» 

a*»i2 r®/r&). do) 

and 

4. The evaluation of A' for 0•< >< 1 

letting ^fc)s £*1Jf».(^ , w e have from (6) 

•4 » 
after an integration by parts since •fff)={£*yiYf*$)}B+otô] aa t-» 0 

as t-»oo . Application of Fourier's integral 

theorem aud its analogue /9, p.454» §14.112/ to evaluate the 

integrals appearing in A' yields 

(It4* ' tâ*P*fi~*w* - ^Af» 

fas* - -@fAf2f2*ti'ft)Jf = -(ffAfi'/t)f 

o 
From (5) and (7) we then find 

A ' , amw*H 

Upon evaluating these integrals in terms of the hypergeoaetric 
function F(n) 9 2Fj_( £ ,a»|* > ; £ ) 
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since, from the contiguous relations for the hypergeometric 

function /10, p.558, Eq..(15.2.22V, J(2)+iA*(l) * $+#, . The 

value of A' is then given by 

X - a?Va Tfrft> . i.f*/r-s/n; ( 1 2 ) 

which reduces to (10) when A s 0. Note that A->=o as ^ -> 1. 

lo determine the growth rate p in the long wavelength limit 

«-»• 0, we use the result that in the external region £Î *s 2(F")fa 

to yield the eigenvalue equation 

Defining the new variables *, - «*3 Irl , p-p5 Irf with X * p fit,, 

we have 

The eigenvalue equation (13) is readily solved by calculating <*, 

for a given value of A and thence determining p, using p, = («tA ) . 

The results of such a calculation are shown in Flg.l which 

reproduces the numerical curve obtained in Appendix D of Ref.1. 

The maximum growth rate is clearly seen to scale like -5 for 

wavelengths given by <* ~ S*^. 

When A « 0, «l—A" and Pj^X* to yield the familiar 

constant-y approximation scaling p -» « S (F) valid for A — 

(« s ) •« 1. When A -» 1 corresponding to «-» 0 »e find the 

scaling p ~ ot S /F7 . It should be noted, however, that as 

« -» 0, € ~ &3IFT) and therefore for the boundary layer to 

remain thin o< must be restricted to values such that « » S " /ll/. 

5. Ihe calculation of y and 0 in the boundary layer 

To determine y in the boundary layer we may integrate (6) 
to find 
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since the constant of integration vanishes by virtue of the 

requirement that df/dft » 0 at 9=0. Consequently 

which is a convergent integral since f(t) » 0(1) aa t * 0 . We 

oay evaluate this integral by expanding 1 - cos 8t//2 in ascending 

powers of t and integrating term-by-term to find 

Because the summation variable n appears in both the numeratorial 

parameters of the hypergeometric function, we employ the Euler 

transformation formula /lo,p.559, Eq.(15.3.3)7 to find 

which is now found to be a rapidly converging series, since n only 

appears as a denominatorial parameter. Recalling that >y(a)*a/\ , 

we finally have the exact solution 

f(et?/iyfo) - / +• M S , » ; . ( 1 5 ) 

In a similar fashion we have from.(2) and (11) 

and so 

since we require CT(0) « 0 and Ïï(oo) a 0 by the matching requirement. 

This latter integral is convergent since f'(t) * 0(t) as t -» 0. 

Expanding sin 9t//2 and integrating term-by-term we find 
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\U(9) » SA %/») (16) 

where 

-fr*)*'} ff *£'-**£» "*|*£ ; i) J. (17) 
Mote that when ̂  ~ 1 ( the sums 3^(0) and S - W can be 

evaluated analytically to yield 

Ufo > -4-**t(i*). 
Xhe sums S,(0) and 3_(£) have been evaluated numerically for 
different values of A and the forms of the solutions y and U 
in the boundary layer are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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